Powell Butte DogVill, LLC
Park Guidelines
1.

We always want to keep the safety and health of your companion in mind first during

your visit with us. Young puppies and younger dogs are more susceptible to communicable
diseases especially if such vaccines were given recently. Vaccinations given recently don’t
usually kick in until at least two weeks later, so keep that in mind. The diseases we talk about
for example would be kennel cough, distemper, Lepto, and parvo viruses that are usually
fatal. Please DO NOT bring a dog to our park that has a communicable disease. By law, all
dogs are required to have their rabies shot and be licensed. When you first set up your
account with us, we will ask you to provide your companions rabies shot, dog license and all
updated vaccination records for our file. We may periodically ask you for updated
information and we sincerely hope that you will understand and not take offense as we are
merely wanting our park to be a safe, happy place for everyone to enjoy.
2.

The world as we all know it is not a perfect place and there may be times where one’s
dog may be dis-behaving or just not feeling well, spooked or overwhelmed for whatever

reason while at our private dog park. If your dog is showing signs of aggression or you know
something is just not right, please take control over the situation and remove your dog from
the open play area by placing him in the smaller dog area we call the “Ease Pin” that we have
created for guests (un-occupied of course) by other dogs or people within your group. The
other alternative would be to take your dog back home and come back another day.
3.

It is unfortunate that we must discuss financial responsibility. Again, in a world that

is not perfect, there may be times where a dog injury by another dog could happen, minor or
major does not matter. If you see that your dog is aggressive and does the biting, by law you
are financially responsible for the medical bills of the dog or the human being bitten. This
does happen more than we would like and if so, you must exchange names, addresses, and
phone numbers with the other party even though you may know each other well it’s all due
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out of respect.
4.

Rabies is a preventable disease that is spread through animal bites. If a dog bites any

animal or human being and breaks the skin during your stay with us, we will require you to
contact Crook County Animal Control by calling 541-447-5165 to report. The treatment can be
controlled but If you do not seek treatment, the bite can be fatal! According to the Crook
County Animal Control website “By Oregon State Law (ORS 433, OAR 333.019-.345) dogs and
cats that bite humans and break skin must be quarantined and observed for a 10 day period to
ensure there are no symptoms of rabies. If an animal is up to date on its rabies vaccine, or if
the bite was a particularly dangerous one, the animal may be required to be quarantined and
observed at a licensed veterinarian’s office. Unless there are serious charges against the dog or
its owner, the animal will be returned to the owner at the end of the observation period.”
5.

Noting the obvious even though you may be renting our park with your friends and
their dogs, there may be times where your pet companion needs that extra space to get

comfortable with his or her surroundings before being sent into the bigger area where your
friends' dogs are currently playing. We call this the “The Ease Pin.” Easy, Fido, EASY! Giving
your pet some time to be sniffed out from a distance in an enclosed pin from all the hype and
excitement is a better situation all around. When you think they are ready to play with the big
boys, then you have that control in letting them out when you feel it’s the right time.
6.

Even though we are out in the wide open country and have made this environment

available to you to enjoy, we want you to understand we still have neighbors. Meaning, the
farm animals nearby. Please be respectful to them and don’t allow your dogs to harass them or
be aggressive to them in any manner. Be respectful to them and our neighbors as you would
want the same.
7.

Tobacco and marijuana, are NOT allowed for your dog's safety. Smokers rarely pickup

their butts and liquid nicotine, e-cigs ,vapes, and marijuana if spilled or dropped have toxicity
and lead to an emergency and require veterinary interaction if your dog licks or snacks on
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these products. Timely medical help is critical. Also, dry grass can catch fire easily.
8.

Food is NOT allowed in the park. Having a NO food policy is for the safety of you,

your children and your dog. The park is not a garbage disposal area. Please empty your drinks
on the grass before tossing the container in a waste disposal container.
9.

Dogs that run off the leash will usually poop when nature calls. Be a good park user

and pick up your dog’s poop, and maybe another dog’s poop. We can’t see everything that our
dogs do. We also monitor the park with live cameras.
10. Gender related issues over non-neutered and non-spayed dogs evoke powerful emotions
in many dog owners. Non-neutered dogs can become aggressive when a dog reaches maturity.
It is important that you help your dog develop socialization skills, and you must react to stop
your dog from being a participant in a dog fight, or the source of the aggressive behavior.
Non-spayed females give off powerful hormones when in season, which brings out
obnoxious heat related behaviors in male dogs, especially in those not neutered. It is best not
to bring your female dog to the park if the dog is in season.

Park location: 15052 S.W. Hwy 126 Powell Butte, OR 97753
Mailing address: 15052 S.W. Hwy 126 Powell Butte, OR 97753
Connect with us online: www.aspenhillsaussies.com
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